BMC Software Interview Questions and Answers

Q1. Who is known as flying Sikh in India

Q2. Who is the head of the BMC

Q3. Tell me a business scenario where I can achieve the data through MINUS only not through subquery.

Q4. What we need to discuss with designer before starting the universe designing.

Q5. WHAT IS MOBILE SUB-STATION? & REALLY BENEFIT IN INDIA

Q6. WHAT IS IEC? & WHAT IS BENEFIT TO PRODUCT FROM IEC?

Q7. Explain the auto-reclosing circuit in electrical engineering

Q8. What is meaning of out of phase (making & breaking) capacity And how to calculate

Q9. WHICH BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE FOR CIVIL MPSC

Q10. What is binary tree?

Q11. How capacitance is neglected in short transmission lines?

Q12. Why you want to join Testing?
Q13. What is difference between system and functional testing?

Q14. How do we decide scope for smoke and sanity testing?
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